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THE GREEN SHEET 
  Gulfstream Park Selections 
       By, John M. Gaver III 

 www.johngaver.com 
 
Gulfstream Park: 2017-18 Championship Meeting 
Sixty-Seventh Day: Friday, March 2, 2018 
Post Time: 12:35 P.M. Eastern 
Gulfstream Meet Stats: 667*-191-129-100—29%W, 63%ITM 
 
Note: Selections are made in order, first through fourth 
BEST BET: #7 Put Em Up (11th race)—7-2 M.L. 
LIVE LONGSHOT: 
 
RACE ONE 
(#1)CAN’TCATCHTHERAXX: Tough beat off shelf last time; tighter today 
(#6)FALLEN LEAF: Fleet-of-foot filly always breaks running; 0 for last 13 
(#4)MISS LAMBORGHINI: Dicey form v. winners; reunited with Gaffalione 
(#7)ALYSSA AND A LISA: Time off agreed with her; route-to-sprint suits 
 
SELECTIONS: 1-6-4-7 
 
 
RACE TWO 
(#6)SARA’S DAY: Has things her own way on the front-end; wire job play  
(#5)UP THE ROAD: Marked improvement stretching out to eight-furlongs 
(#7)LADY PLAYER: Tardy start hurt on debut; gets extra distance—upside 
(#2)MIDNIGHT BUFFET: Was clobbered in her dirt debut; inside post today 
 
SELECTIONS: 6-5-7-2 
 
 
RACE THREE 
(#2)SCOTTISH SKY: Barn capable off long layoffs; good kick in turf debut  
(#1)CRAVE: Unlucky in past two starts, big shot with a clean trip—tighter 
(#5)LADRONA: Woke up for a $20,000 tag in last; steps up, gets Castellano 
(#7)MAURAS FOREVER: The class drop is significant; like the jock change 
 
SELECTIONS: 2-1-5-7 
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RACE FOUR 
(#1)TOOTHPIC: Carves out pace from one-hole; takes this crew gate-to-wire  
(#7)HUBBADAHUBBADABOOM: $100K colt drops in for a tag; blinks “on” 
(#4)WON THE CASE: Bred top and bottom to sprint; gets a good gate rider 
(#3)SUB FACTUM: License to improve in second start; speed-and-fade play 
 
SELECTIONS: 1-7-4-3 
 
 
RACE FIVE 
(#7)SCHIANTI: Plummets in class; proved she could rate in last outing 
(#8)GRAN LUCKY GIRL: Toss GPW race on “good” strip and form is salty 
(#1)GOLDA: Love the cutback to 5.5F; consistent, never worse than 2nd 
(#2)STROLL ACTION: Barn wins at a 33% off claim; placed in 6-of-8 starts 
 
SELECTIONS: 7-8-1-2 
 
 
RACE SIX 
(#3)MUSICAL HEART: Consistent fellow just missed in 2-turn turf debut  
(#6)LOVE SICK KITTEN: Fired in 2-turn turf debut; improvement in cards 
(#4)ISOLATED: Improving colt moved forward on the stretch out last time 
(#1)ART COLLECTION: Hints of green in pedigree on dam side; cost $130K 
 
SELECTIONS: 3-6-4-1 
 
 
RACE SEVEN 
(#4)ICONIC: Like the cutback to a one-turn mile; third start of form cycle  
(#5)DRIVEN TO COMPETE: Bay ran off the T.V. in GP debut; “bullet” since 
(#2)AWESOME THOUGHT: Went to shelf in good form; Navarro off claim 
(#1)SALUTE WITH HONOR: Placed in 4-of-5 lifetime; suspect vs. open foes 
 
SELECTIONS: 4-5-2-1 
 
 
RACE EIGHT 
(#3)ALL I KARABOUT: Cutback to a flat mile trip on point; third off shelf  
(#8)PRUE: Will be on the bridle from the opening bell; may get brave late 
(#2)GRAN CHIEF: Closer turns back a 1/16th; tries “3 lifetime” foes here 
(#1)TIGER PAW: Shuffled back at the quarter-pole in last; third off a layoff 
 
SELECTIONS: 3-8-2-1 
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RACE NINE 
(#2)NATIONAL FLAG: Barn solid off long layoffs; exits G1 stakes company  
(#3)BELLE TAPISSERIE: He’s quick, has ability; third start in 30-day span 
(#5)AEQUOR: Ignore 2-turn experiment; never missed tri at a 6-to-7F trip 
(#7)ADMIRAL JIMMY: Steps way up off the claim; likes GP, 7-hole a plus 
 
SELECTIONS: 2-3-5-7 
 
 
RACE TEN 
(#2)CULLUM ROAD: He’s at his best around two-turns; second off the shelf  
(#7)REPAIR THE WORLD: Middle move, tired on debut; sharp breeze since 
(#6)MR. DISCRETIONARY: Toss last on “good” turf; been facing better foes 
(#3)TRUE CONVICTION: Good try out of the box, fitter this time—overlay? 
 
SELECTIONS: 2-7-6-3 
 
 
RACE ELEVEN 
(#7)PUT EM UP: Perfect on the GP lawn; takes next logical step up in class 
(#9)THIRD MAN IN: In snug for a $6,250 tag; love the cutback to 6.5F trip 
(#6)FROSTY THE DRAGON: On the drop for Simon; toss last race on turf 
(#2)OUR SARGE: Aired in last start on this class level; second off sidelines 
 
SELECTIONS: 7-9-6-2 
 
 
* Selections not posted: Friday, January 26—Sunday, January 28, 
Saturday, February 3, and Saturday, February 17, 2018 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 


